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Curriculum Prospectus  
The curriculum offerings in the Upper School serve students through a sequential program of 
college- preparatory and college-level courses. This program prepares our students to take full 
advantage of the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme or International Baccalaureate 
Certificates during their junior and senior years. We are focused on being the premier independent 
school in Memphis and one of the best in the world, our faculty is prepared and able to help 
students become:  

• Inquirers 

• Knowledgeable  

• Thinkers 

• Communicators  

• Principled 

• Open-minded  

• Caring 

• Risk-takers 

• Balanced 

• Reflective  

 
Lausanne Collegiate School’s IB College-Preparatory Program spans Pre-Kindergarten through 
twelfth grades and augments effective preparation for students to be successful in the International 
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme and International Baccalaureate Certificates in the Upper 
School. We are currently in the application process to adopt the Middle Years Program from the IB, 
a middle and upper school framework that will help our students be successful in the Diploma 
Program and college.  
 
Our philosophy is to give students practice in taking control of their own learning and study habits. 
At the same time, faculty members not only teach students a body of knowledge but also guide them 
in the process of learning how to apply what they have learned. Therefore, Lausanne emphasizes 
that students can respond to the challenge of learning at a more engaging and applied level.  
 
We strive to provide our students with the very best educational experience as defined by the 
Lausanne Way:  

• We create a joyful and challenging learning process.  

• We encourage continual self-reflection.  

• We provide opportunities to succeed.  

• We embrace global mindedness.  

• We forge meaningful relationships.  

• We build character through service to others.  

• We empower individuals to seek their own journeys.  
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It is our goal that every student, by the time they graduate, will be:  

• A seeker of knowledge who understands the importance of intellectual, physical and 
emotional balance to achieve personal well-being for themselves and others.  

• A thinker able to recognize and approach complex problems, make ethical decisions and 
understand and capitalize on his or her strengths and limitations.  

• A confident risk-taker with understanding of a broad and balanced range of disciplines.  

• An open-minded global citizen with a strong sense of fairness, justice and respect for other  

• individuals, communities and the environment.  

• An effective communicator who seeks and evaluates a range of viewpoints.  

• A caring and reflective person who respects the needs and feelings of others and acts to 
make  

• a positive difference.  

• An inquirer with a passion to continue a lifelong love of learning.  

 

Lausanne Lifelong Learning Program  
The Lausanne Lifelong Learning program is a program that will be done through advisory and is 
designed to ensure that students have a well-balanced life through reflection on activities done in 
school and outside of school. It is based on the IB’s CAS program, and there are three components; 
creativity, action, and service. Students will work with their advisor and reflect on the activities they 
do.  

 
The Lausanne Lifelong Learning program builds on the school’s identity as an IB school that 
prepares students for college and life in a global environment. It seeks to help students in the upper 
school build a well-rounded experience for themselves in their time at Lausanne and learn from 
those experiences.  
 

By working with their advisor in reflecting on the things they do outside of school, they will create 
meaningful learning that goes beyond the experience itself to help become a better person. This is 
experiential learning.  
 
This program is built around the model of the Creativity, Action, and Service (CAS) program as 
designed by the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO). Students will be expected to 
participate in this program for all four years of high school, unless they enter the full diploma 
program, where they will transition to the full IB CAS program.  
 
The program incorporates three different strands: Creativity, Action, and Service.  
Creativity denotes anything that involves creative thinking. Traditional examples include the arts, 
music, and other areas normally associated with creativity, but other examples include Model UN, 
Model Congress, Destination Imagination, and other activities that require creative thinking on the 
part of the students.  
Action denotes anything that involves physical exertion that contributes to a healthy lifestyle. 
Traditional examples include sports, but other examples include hiking, dancing in a performance, 
physical fitness plans, and more.  
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Service denotes involvement in the community in a way that serves to better the lives of both the 
giver and the recipient of the service. Traditional examples include participation in service 
organizations, but other examples include tutoring, mentoring, and more.  
Students are expected to do activities in all three areas in their time at Lausanne. They will work 
closely with their advisors over the four years to make sure their activities are meaningful and goal 
oriented.  

 
They will also complete a project in their junior year, as well as an internship.  
 

IBDP (International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme)  
At the end of their sophomore year, students are encouraged to apply for the IBDP at Lausanne. 
The IBDP is a rigorous two-year comprehensive program designed to promote international 
mindedness. Students should be aware of the prerequisites to enter the program and consider them 
as they are choosing their courses for their freshman and sophomore years.  

 
The IBDP curriculum culminates in externally moderated exams given by the International 
Baccalaureate Organization. These examinations, in conjunction with internal assessments, may 
result in college credit being offered by universities in the United States and around the world. Every 
university has their own policies in place regarding credit for IB examinations, so credit awarded 
varies from university to university. Courses are offered in six different disciplines: English, World 
Languages, Social Sciences, Mathematics, Sciences, and the Arts. Students must also take a Theory 
of Knowledge class, participate in the Creativity, Action, and Service program, and write an 
Extended Essay.  

 

IBDP Application Process  
In October of the student’s sophomore year the IB Coordinator will give a broad overview of the IB 
program to the sophomore class and their parents and hand out letters of interest to the students. 
Students interested in applying to be in the IBDP will bring the letter home to be signed by their 
parents and return it to the IB Coordinator. The student will then be invited to a series of meetings 
that explain what they need to know to make a good, well informed decision as to whether or not 
they want to be in the program. The IB Coordinator will meet with all the students one on one in 
November to answer any questions the students may have.  

 
In February, the IB Coordinator will meet with the parents of the students to give an overview of 
what the students will be expected to do once they are in the IBDP. The students will then meet 
with their current teachers to discuss the classes they may have in the IBDP. Once the students have 
decided on their schedule, the teachers in each department will meet to discuss the students’ 
enrollment in their IBDP classes. Once the students have gotten approval from the various 
departments for the classes they have chosen, they will meet with their parents and the IB 
Coordinator to discuss the decisions made by the departments and the commitment the student is 
making to enter the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme.  

 

IB Certificates  
Students may take any IB class they wish in the junior year, as certificate courses. Students taking the 
courses are held to the same standards and expectations as students in the full IB Diploma 
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Programme, but do not have to take the core requirements of the IB, such as the Theory of 
Knowledge class, Extended Essay, and CAS program. This option allows students who do not wish 
to embark upon the full Diploma Programme the flexibility to create their own, specialized schedule.  

 

Academic Honors Recognition  
Proud of its strong curriculum and academic heritage, Lausanne Collegiate Schools’ faculty and 
administrators recognize and celebrate the accomplishments of our students. These ceremonies take 
place throughout the school year at convocation, assemblies, and special programs.  
 

The Cum Laude Society  
The faculty members of The Cum Laude Society at Lausanne review 11th grade and 12th grade 
student scholarship and award membership to those students who demonstrate exemplary 
scholarship through their cumulative GPA, IB Scores/Predicted Scores, standardized assessment 
scores, and level of coursework taken during their upper school program. Lausanne is one of a very 
select number of schools in the nation that offer this recognition to exceptional student scholars. 
Cum Laude membership is equivalent to Phi Beta Kappa membership at the collegiate level. 
Students with exceptionally high GPAs, College Admissions Test Scores, and enrollment in the IB 
Programme are considered by a faculty committee for membership. Juniors are held to a very high 
standard of achievement and fewer Juniors are admitted to membership than Seniors. A limit is 
placed on the committee of inductees by the National Charter for Cum Laude.  
 

National Honor Society  
Students in the 11th and 12th grade with a cumulative GPA of 3.75 and above are eligible for 
membership in our chapter of the National Honor Society. This process takes place during the first 
trimester of the school year. Students will be provided information on potential membership in 
NHS during the spring trimester and again in the 1st trimester to ensure students are well aware of 
the key characteristics of citizenship, honor, leadership, and service that are required for election 
into the society. Students will use their Naviance software to develop a resume of involvement and 
leadership that the NHS faculty committee will review in order to be considered for membership.  
Upper School Curriculum Guide: 2019-2020 Lausanne Collegiate School Page6of10  
 

Selection of Valedictorian and Salutatorian  
Selection of the valedictorian and salutatorian is based on the following criteria:  
Both the valedictorian and the salutatorian must be eligible for a cum laude, magna cum laude or 
summa cum laude diploma. These diplomas are awarded based on the above Quality Point Scale.  
Transfer students are eligible if they have attended Lausanne for four full, consecutive semesters  
and including all three trimesters of their senior year.  

 

In comparing the ranking point averages of transfers to other students, only the grades for  
semesters and trimesters of common attendance at Lausanne will be compared.  
The final selection of valedictorian and salutatorian will be announced at Baccalaureate.  
If the top-ranking students are within a hundredth of a point of each other, numerical averages may  
be computed to make the final determination.  
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If the top-ranking students are within thousandths of a point, a tie can be declared.  
Each Lausanne Collegiate School student’s progress in coursework will be evaluated in a formal 
fashion on a periodic basis and communicated to the parents. The basis of this evaluation will 
include the student’s grasp of the subject’s content as quantified via quizzes and tests, as well as a 
more subjective evaluation of the qualitative learning exhibited through the skills of problem-
solving, assessed for grades 5–12.  

 
Faculty members will assess students’ progress in a fashion that can be meaningfully reported to 
parents and to other educators. The type of assessment being used in each class must be written in 
the syllabus for each subject in the Middle School and Upper School, and in the class orientation 
packet for Lower School. All divisions will send home trimester report cards. Academic progress can 
be accessed for grades 5–12 on the internet. If a parent is concerned about low grades on papers 
brought home or a pattern of “no homework tonight” is stated by the student, the parent should call 
the division office, e-mail or send a note to the teacher inquiring about the child’s progress, or refer 
to the class’s website for all current assignments and grades.  
 

Student Assessment  
The faculty measures the progress of students using MYP standards, DP standards, and Vertical 
Team Benchmarks and Skills.  

 
In IB Diploma classes, the yearly grade is the average of grades from three terms and a final exam. 
In IB Middle Years Program classes, the yearly grade will be determined by the skill level the student 
reaches at the end of the year. No grade can exceed 100%.  
 
Short-term assessments are returned to the students in a timely manner, usually within a twenty-four 
hour period. Long-term, more substantive assessments are returned to students within one to two 
weeks.  
 

Students may take all graded assessments home when completed. If parents are not receiving the 
graded work in a timely manner, please contact the teacher immediately.  
 

Standardized Testing  
Lausanne Collegiate School will assess student aptitude and performance periodically through the 
use of published, standardized testing instruments designed to assist in the evaluation of student 
aptitude and performance comparable to educational settings elsewhere. Testing materials and 
individual scores will be held in the confidential status they merit. Administrators and faculty will 
analyze testing results as one means of evaluating curriculum and teaching methodologies. Lausanne 
uses standardized tests in order to achieve the following goals:  

• To identify applicants possessing the aptitude and general knowledge base from which 
successful acclimation to Lausanne may be predicted  

• To evaluate the curriculum  

• To determine individual student scholastic aptitude and achievement  

• To assist individuals in making educational decisions  

• To facilitate college entry  
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• To enable college coursework credit prior to college entry  
The following is a list of the instruments currently in use, the purpose for which they were designed 
by the publisher and the grade level at which they are administered:  
 

Educational Records Bureau-ISEE (Independent School Entrance Examination)  
This is used as part of the admission process for students entering grades 5–12.  
 

Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMSQT)  
Preparation for SAT; employed in educational and college counseling; scholarship qualifying test for 
grade 11. This test is also given in grades 9 and 10 (as a practice test).  
 

ALIS  
Predictive and adaptive test used to help teachers support students in their IB classes. Taken at the 
start of grade 11.  
 

Scholastic Aptitude Test I and the Test of Standard Written English (SAT I)  
Required for college admission; students are asked to schedule and attempt for the first time by the 
end of grade 11. We do not offer special on campus testing for students with learning plans.  

 

Scholastic Aptitude Test II (SAT II) (formerly Achievement Tests) 
Supplemental requirement for admission to certain colleges; for students in grades 10, 11 and 12.  
 

American College Test (ACT)  
Required for college admission; students are asked to schedule and attempt for the first time by the 
end of grade 11. We offer special testing on campus for students with approved accommodations 
for the ACT twice a year, in October and February.  
 

International Baccalaureate External Assessments; grades 11 and 12.  
 

Fees for IB External Assessments  
All students, unless otherwise noted, are expected to take the IB External Assessment for the IB 
class they are taking. All students will pay a registration fee with the IB of $172. Each subject 
examination is $119. Students in the full diploma programme will pay $886 in total for all classes. 
They are not responsible for the fee for the Theory of Knowledge assessment, the Extended Essay, 
or the Creativity, Action, and Service program.  
 
 
 
 
 

Graduation Requirements 
Lausanne’s graduation requirements are developed to ensure that students meet the entry 
requirements of the best universities, as well as fulfill IB class requirements. 
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To graduate, each student needs to have credits in the following areas: 
English 12 credits 
Social Studies 9 credits (6 must be history) 
Mathematics 12 credits 
Sciences 9 credits (6 must be lab sciences) 
World Languages 9 credits (recommended consecutive same language) 
Fine Arts (Performing or Visual 
Arts) and/or Design 

3 credits 
(6 credits starting with Class of 2022) 

Electives 9 credits 
Personal Project/CAS Fulfillment of requirement through the advisory program 
Total 63 credits (66 starting with Class of 2022) 

 

Quality Points (Awarded at Graduation)  
Having satisfied course requirements, designations will be awarded as follows based on total earned 
quality points:  

• Honors   216 quality points 
• Cum Laude        252 quality points   
• Magna Cum Laude   270 quality points   
• Summa Cum Laude   288 quality points 

 
Calculations are based on a 4.0 scale over all four years of upper school. 
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Upper School Classes  

ENGLISH .......................................................................................................................................... 11 

ENGLISH 9 ....................................................................................................................................................... 12 
ENGLISH 10 ..................................................................................................................................................... 12 
DP LITERATURE SL ........................................................................................................................................... 12 
DP LITERATURE HL ........................................................................................................................................... 13 
STUDIES IN FILM: SPIELBERG AND HIS INFLUENCES................................................................................................. 13 
LITERATURE IN POP CULTURE ............................................................................................................................. 13 

SOCIAL STUDIES ............................................................................................................................... 15 

AMERICAN HISTORY .......................................................................................................................................... 15 
MODERN WORLD HISTORY ................................................................................................................................ 15 
ECONOMICS AND U.S. GOVERNMENT.................................................................................................................. 15 
FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES ....................................................................................................................... 15 
PSYCHOLOGY THROUGH FILM ............................................................................................................................. 16 
DP BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SL ......................................................................................................................... 16 
DP BUSINESS MANAGEMENT HL ........................................................................................................................ 16 
DP 20TH CENTURY WORLD HISTORY SL .............................................................................................................. 16 
DP HISTORY OF THE AMERICAS HL ...................................................................................................................... 17 
DP SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY SL .................................................................................................... 17 
DP SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY HL .................................................................................................... 17 
DP ECONOMICS SL ........................................................................................................................................... 18 
DP ECONOMICS HL .......................................................................................................................................... 18 
DP PSYCHOLOGY SL.......................................................................................................................................... 18 
DP PSYCHOLOGY HL ......................................................................................................................................... 19 

MATH .............................................................................................................................................. 20 

MATH STUDIES 9 SL ......................................................................................................................................... 20 
MATH 9 SL ..................................................................................................................................................... 20 
MATH 9 HL ..................................................................................................................................................... 20 
MATH STUDIES 10 SL ....................................................................................................................................... 21 
MATH 10 SL ................................................................................................................................................... 21 
MATH 10 HL ................................................................................................................................................... 22 
DP MATHEMATICS: APPLICATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS SL ................................................................................. 22 
DP MATHEMATICS: APPLICATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS HL ................................................................................ 23 
DP MATHEMATICS SL: ANALYSIS AND APPROACHES .............................................................................................. 23 
DP MATHEMATICS HL: ANALYSIS AND APPROACHES ............................................................................................. 24 

SCIENCE ........................................................................................................................................... 25 
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ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY .............................................................................................................................. 25 
BIOLOGY SL ..................................................................................................................................................... 25 
BIOLOGY HL .................................................................................................................................................... 25 
FURTHER BIOLOGY SL ....................................................................................................................................... 26 
DP BIOLOGY HL     TWO YEARS    GRADES 11/12 .............................................................................................. 26 
CHEMISTRY STUDIES ......................................................................................................................................... 26 
CHEMISTRY SL ................................................................................................................................................. 27 
CHEMISTRY HL................................................................................................................................................. 27 
DP CHEMISTRY SL ............................................................................................................................................ 27 
DP CHEMISTRY HL ........................................................................................................................................... 28 
DP ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS AND SOCIETIES SL ................................................................................................. 28 
STUDENT LAB TECHNICIAN ................................................................................................................................. 29 
PHYSICS SL ...................................................................................................................................................... 29 
PHYSICS HL ..................................................................................................................................................... 29 
DP PHYSICS SL................................................................................................................................................. 30 
DP PHYSICS HL ................................................................................................................................................ 30 
DP SPORTS, EXERCISE AND HEALTH SCIENCE SL .................................................................................................... 30 
DP COMPUTER SCIENCE HL ............................................................................................................................... 31 

WORLD LANGUAGES ........................................................................................................................ 32 

FRENCH II SL ................................................................................................................................................... 32 
FRENCH II HL................................................................................................................................................... 32 
FRENCH III SL .................................................................................................................................................. 33 
FRENCH III HL.................................................................................................................................................. 34 
DP FRENCH B AB INITIO SL ................................................................................................................................ 34 
DP FRENCH B SL .............................................................................................................................................. 35 
MANDARIN II SL .............................................................................................................................................. 35 
MANDARIN II HL .............................................................................................................................................. 36 
MANDARIN III SL ............................................................................................................................................. 37 
MANDARIN III HL ............................................................................................................................................. 37 
DP MANDARIN B AB INITIO SL ........................................................................................................................... 38 
DP MANDARIN B SL ......................................................................................................................................... 38 
SPANISH I ........................................................................................................................................................ 39 
SPANISH II SL .................................................................................................................................................. 40 
SPANISH II HL .................................................................................................................................................. 40 
SPANISH III SL ................................................................................................................................................. 41 
SPANISH III HL ................................................................................................................................................. 42 
DP SPANISH B AB INITIO SL................................................................................................................................ 42 
DP SPANISH B SL ............................................................................................................................................. 43 
DP SPANISH B HL ............................................................................................................................................ 43 

FINE ARTS ........................................................................................................................................ 45 
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DESIGN .............................................................................................................................................. 45 
APPS AND ROBOTICS ......................................................................................................................................... 45 
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN .......................................................................................................................................... 45 
PRODUCT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ................................................................................................................ 45 
INTRO TO SYSTEM DESIGN ................................................................................................................................. 45 
YEARBOOK DESIGN ........................................................................................................................................... 46 
VISUAL DESIGN ................................................................................................................................................ 46 
PERFORMING ARTS............................................................................................................................... 47 
THEATRE 101 ................................................................................................................................................ 47 
THEATRE PRODUCTION ...................................................................................................................................... 47 
DP THEATRE ARTS SL ....................................................................................................................................... 47 
DP THEATRE ARTS HL ....................................................................................................................................... 47 
DANCE FOR ATHLETES ....................................................................................................................................... 48 
DANCE PERFORMANCE ...................................................................................................................................... 48 
MUSIC............................................................................................................................................... 48 
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC...................................................................................................................................... 48 
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC HL ................................................................................................................................. 49 
INTRO TO BAND ............................................................................................................................................... 49 
BEGINNING CHORUS ......................................................................................................................................... 50 
CHORUS .......................................................................................................................................................... 50 
STRING ENSEMBLE ............................................................................................................................................ 50 
MUSIC COMPOSITION ....................................................................................................................................... 50 
VISUAL ARTS ....................................................................................................................................... 51 
ART 1 ............................................................................................................................................................. 51 
MULTIMEDIA ARTS ........................................................................................................................................... 51 
DIGITAL VIDEO & FILM STUDIES ......................................................................................................................... 51 
PHOTOGRAPHY ................................................................................................................................................ 51 
ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY HL ........................................................................................................................... 52 
DP VISUAL ARTS SL .......................................................................................................................................... 52 
DP VISUAL ARTS HL ......................................................................................................................................... 52 
ATELIER SL ...................................................................................................................................................... 53 
CLASSICAL DRAWING, PAINTING, PRINTMAKING, SCULPTING AND CALLIGRAPHY ........................................................ 53 
ATELIER HL ..................................................................................................................................................... 53 
CLASSICAL DRAWING, PAINTING, PRINTMAKING, SCULPTING AND CALLIGRAPHY ........................................................ 53 
ART STUDIO APPRENTICE ................................................................................................................................... 53 
SCULPTURE...................................................................................................................................................... 54 
CERAMICS ....................................................................................................................................................... 54 

CORE ............................................................................................................................................... 56 

DP THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE .............................................................................................................................. 56 
 

English 
Four years (12 credits) of English are required for a Lausanne diploma.  
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English 9       

One Year     Grade 9   

Prerequisite:  English 8 
This freshman course is rooted in the study of various literary genres and styles, using them to 
provide models to foster the development of creative and interpretive writing and thinking as well as 
to enhance student reading fluency. In the interest of preparing new upper school students in a 
MYP environment, students will identify and deconstruct elements and devices found in literature, 
build an academic vocabulary, and practice oral presentations. Special topics include developing a 
research question, outlining, using MLA in-text documentation style, organizing an essay, integrating 
textual evidence, using transitions, revising for sentence sense, and reviewing grammar and 
punctuation rules. Preparation for standardized testing is provided to enhance skills in this area, 
especially with the PSAT test which is administered as practice in 9th grade. Vocabulary is included as 
a parallel study to be integrated into all writings. The class will also focus on close reading and 
interpretation of various types of literature.  
 

English 10       

One Year     Grade 10   

Prerequisite: English 9 
This sophomore course is designed to increase the student’s ability to structure and organize more 
effective paragraphs and essays and to develop a more powerful and complex prose style. Students 
will write frequently and in a variety of forms, both expository and creative, and will practice writing 
as a process as well as focus on oral presentations and oral commentaries. Special emphasis will be 
placed on the application of the rules of correct grammar and sentence revision for more powerful 
expression. Spelling, vocabulary skills, and PSAT preparation will be addressed.  World literature will 
be read and discussed to enhance the writing program. Important components of this course include 
MYP-related skills such as writing appropriate research questions, outlining, integrating textual 
evidence, creating an annotated bibliography, and constructing a critical analysis using MLA in-text 
documentation style as well as exploring other stylebooks for various disciplines. The class will also 
focus on close reading and interpretation of various types of literature.  
 

DP Literature SL                

Two Years       Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite: English 10, Departmental Approval  
DP English Literature, Standard Level, is a course designed to develop and strengthen listening, 
speaking, reading and writing skills through a variety of teacher-initiated and student-centered 
activities. These activities incorporate and advance ideas related to literature, history, culture, 
political and natural environments, and interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships with the goal of 
furthering critical thinking and promoting international mindedness. Students who successfully 
complete this course will be able to communicate effectively in speaking and in writing about a wide 
range of topics related to literature. Formal and informal oral presentations, as well as formal and 
informal written tasks are a requirement and will be based upon a selected group of primary texts 
and related secondary sources. Students will be evaluated through tests and quizzes, formal 
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compositions and informal writings, including specific analyses and commentaries, frequent oral 
assessments, and projects. At the end of the two-year sequence, students will take the IB External 
Assessment consisting of one oral commentary on a passage from one of the texts studied and two 
written exams. In addition, students at the Standard Level will send to the IBDP one world literature 
paper that they prepared during the junior year. Assessment standards for SL and HL classes are 
slightly different although the assessments themselves are the same.  
 

DP Literature HL      

Two Years      Grade 11/12 

Prerequisite: English 10, Departmental Approval  
DP English Literature, Higher Level, is a course designed to develop and strengthen listening, 
speaking, reading and writing skills through a variety of teacher-initiated and student-centered 
activities. These activities incorporate and advance ideas related to literature, history, culture, 
political and natural environments, and interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships with the goal of 
furthering critical thinking and promoting international mindedness. Students who successfully 
complete this course will be able to communicate effectively in speaking and in writing about a wide 
range of topics related to literature. Formal and informal oral presentations, as well as formal and 
informal written tasks are a requirement and will be based upon a selected group of fifteen primary 
texts and related secondary sources. Students will be evaluated through tests and quizzes, formal 
compositions and informal writings, including specific analyses and commentaries, frequent oral 
assessments, and projects. At the end of the two-year sequence, students will take the IB External 
Assessment consisting of one oral commentary on a passage from one of the texts studied and three 
written exams. In addition, students at the Higher Level will send to the IBDP one world literature 
paper that they prepared during the junior year. Higher Level students are required to present more 
analysis in writing and are required to include more detail and longer responses during oral 
assessments. Assessment standards for SL and HL classes are different although the assessments 
themselves are the same.  
 

Studies in Film: Spielberg and His Influences        

One Year                                Grades 11-12 
This course will explore the movies and talents of Steven Spielberg, beginning with the many 
influences on his earliest films and his development of the blockbuster movie. The focus of the class 
then switches to Spielberg’s career after the blockbusters, including his recent Oscar-nominated 
works. Special emphasis will be placed on Spielberg influences such as Hitchcock, Ford, Wyler, 
Kubrick, Curtiz, Lean, etc. The class will also explore the movies’ themes and their significance to 
popular culture as well as film’s relation to literature in narrative style, tone, effect of writer’s 
choices, language, subtext, imagery, etc. 
  

Literature in Pop Culture    

One Year   Grades 11-12 
This elective explores texts from multiple genres, such as fairy tales, mythology, short fiction, non-
fiction, and creative non-fiction. Other readings may include sports writing compositions, war 
literature, apocalyptic fiction, graphic novels, and contemporary retellings of myths and fairytales. 
Students will engage in activities ranging from writing poetry, short fiction, and creative essays to 
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teaching presentations and other multi-modal projects that reinforce understanding of course 
readings. 
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Social Studies 
Three years of social sciences are required for a Lausanne diploma. Departmental Approval is 
required for enrollment in DP Higher Level (HL) courses. 
 

American History       

One Year       Grade 9 
This is a required course for all incoming freshmen and fulfills a graduation requirement. 
This year long course is a survey of American History from the Pre-Columbian Era to the present. 
Units will cover the major political, social, economic, and cultural developments that have shaped 
the United States. Particular emphasis will be put on improving students’ persuasive writing, their 
critical reading skills, and their analysis of primary sources. Students will also participate in the 
Chapman-Woodbury Oral History program as a part of the class. 
  

Modern World History          

One Year       Grade 10 
This is a required Middle Years Programme course for all sophomores, strengthening the important 
skills of comprehension, research, communication, and critical thinking. 
 
This course surveys the themes, people, and events that define the modern world. Students examine 
imperialism (comparing Ming Chinese and European explorations), forms of government 
(comparing the Ottoman caliphate, English constitutionalism, and French republicanism during the 
French Revolution), nationalism (comparing Mexican and Qing Chinese nationalist movements as 
well as the role of nationalism in the origins of the First World War), 20th century-ideologies 
(surveying fascism and communism around the world), and the fight for rights (including 
internationalism, decolonization, civil rights, and the end of the Cold War). 
  

Economics and U.S. Government    

One Year       Grades 10/11/12 
This elective course is designed to introduce students to the fundamental concepts and theories of 
economics and civics.  Daily economic decision-making is structured by the rules created by our 
government; therefore, politics and economics are inextricably tied.  In the first half of the course, 
students will spend time learning microeconomics, macroeconomics, and international economics. 
In the second half of the course, students will learn the strengths and weaknesses of the American 
political system.  We will discuss the institutions that comprise the U.S. system, the nature of 
individual participation in the political process, and the interactions between individuals, institutions, 
and other actors and organizations.  Curriculum includes an online text as well as supplementary 
materials such as current events.  
  

Facing History and Ourselves       

One Year        Grades 10/11/12 
This is a one year course with resources that have been selected by Facing History and Ourselves 
that is sequenced in order to deepen the ethical and moral reasoning of students and to challenge 
their critical thinking and literacy skills. The course is divided into twelve sections that guide students 
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through an in-depth study of the Holocaust and an intellectual and emotional journey through and 
exploration of universal themes that raise profound and disturbing questions about human behavior. 
Each of the twelve section include essential questions, pedagogical overviews, and resources like 
readings, films and images, discussions, reflection questions and activities.  
 

Psychology Through Film                

One Year                      Grades 10/11/12  
This elective course uses film to help better understand the topics covered in this introductory class. 
The choice of film will be based on the topic being covered. The structure of the course is to 
introduce topics in class prior to viewing a film, watch the film and complete a study guide, write an 
essay and then discuss the film and study guide in class.  Through this course students will increase 
analytical skills, recognize their own psychological and emotional responses to film, learn how to 
verbalize the experience of seeing and hearing the topic covered in class through the medium of film 
and explore topics in psychology as they are presented in film.  
  

DP Business Management SL           

Two Years      Grades 11/12 
The DP Business Management course develops an understanding and application of business 
theory, principles, and practices through an integrated study of key business functions – 
organization/management, marketing, human resources, operations and finance. This Standard 
Level (SL) course provides an examination of how individuals and groups interact in a dynamic and 
increasingly competitive business and organizational environment with limited resources. It 
encourages a holistic view of the business world through an exploration of six overarching concepts: 
globalization, ethics, culture, innovation, change and strategy. The two-year course culminates with 
two externally graded, essay-style exams based on business case studies, and a written commentary 
on a challenge facing a real-world company of the student’s choice. 
   

DP Business Management HL          

Two Years      Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Departmental Approval 
The Higher Level (HL) study of Business Management course is a more in-depth study of the 
concepts and techniques covered in the SL level, with emphasis on strategic analysis and mastery of 
more complex business quantitative tools and skills. The course culminates with two essay exams 
based on business case studies. Students will also design a project and formal research paper in 
which they use primary and secondary research to investigate a real-world challenge facing an 
existing company, apply business tools, analyze possible solutions, draw conclusions and make 
recommendations. This course will prepare the student for college-level study of business and 
management, and to be a savvy consumer. 
  

DP 20th Century World History SL    

Two Years    Grades 11/12 
This two-year course is a study of topics in 20th century world history. DP History SL consists of 
two examinations and one internal assessment. For Paper 1, a skills-based assessment, students will 
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compare Civil Rights in the US and apartheid South Africa. For Paper 2, students will study world 
history topics including: the causes, practices and effects of 20th century wars (case studies include 
the Second World War, the Chinese Civil War and the Cuban Revolution); authoritarian states 
(specifically those of Joseph Stalin, Mao Zedong and Fidel Castro); and superpower tensions during 
the Cold War. Finally, students will also complete the IB Internal Assessment, in which students get 
to be historians, picking a topic of personal interest, finding sources and conducting their own 
investigation. 
  

DP History of the Americas HL    

Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Departmental Approval 
This two-year course is a study of topics in 20th century world history and US history (with an 
emphasis on globalizing American history). DP History HL consists of three examinations and one 
internal assessment. For Paper 1, a skills-based assessment, students will compare Civil Rights in the 
US and apartheid South Africa. For Paper 2, students will study world history topics including: the 
causes, practices and effects of 20th century wars (case studies include the Second World War, the 
Chinese Civil War and the Cuban Revolution); authoritarian states (specifically those of Joseph 
Stalin, Mao Zedong and Fidel Castro); and superpower tensions during the Cold War. For Paper 3, 
students will study a range of US history topics that consolidate and expand studies for previous 
papers. For example, students will learn about the US Civil War and Reconstruction, the fight for 
civil rights (particularly for indigenous peoples, African Americans, Hispanic Americans, women and 
LGBTQ+ people) and the political history of Latin America. Finally, students will also complete the 
IB Internal Assessment, in which students get to be historians, picking a topic of personal interest, 
finding sources and conducting their own investigation. 
  

DP Social and Cultural Anthropology SL   

Two Years      Grades 11/12 
The social and cultural anthropology course explores humankind in all its diversity through the 
comparative study of culture and society. Anthropology contributes to an understanding of 
contemporary issues, such as gender, ethnicity, religion, the environment, globalization, human 
rights, inequality and poverty, technology, and violence. This course offers critical insight into the 
continuities as well as dynamics of social change and the development of societies, and challenges 
cultural assumptions. SL students learn the methods of observation and asking questions about their 
own cultures and others and will produce a written report based on observation and field notes for 
the Internal Assessment. External assessments consist of two written papers, demonstrating 
anthropological knowledge, understanding, and analysis of cultural similarities and differences. 
  

DP Social and Cultural Anthropology HL          

Two Years      Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Departmental Approval 
The social and cultural anthropology course explores humankind in all its diversity through the 
comparative study of culture and society. Anthropology contributes to an understanding of 
contemporary issues, such as gender, ethnicity, religion, the environment, globalization, human 
rights, inequality and poverty, technology, and violence. This course offers critical insight into the 
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continuities as well as dynamics of social change and the development of societies, and challenges 
cultural assumptions. HL students conduct and report a field study to demonstrate understanding of 
anthropological concepts, apply them to ethnographic data, and produce sound analysis and 
anthropological insight into cultural behavior. HL external assessment consists of two written 
papers, incorporating theoretical perspectives on cultural similarities and differences. 
  

DP Economics SL       

Two Years      Grades 11/12 
The purpose of the DP Economics SL course is to encourage students to analyze how individuals, 
institutions, and societies deal with the central problem of scarcity. In the first year of the course, 
students will examine this issue from a microeconomic level (decisions made by individuals and 
specific institutions and firms), as well as macroeconomic (decisions made by entire 
nations/economies). In the second year of the course, students will explore issues in international 
economics (free trade, trade protectionism, exchange rates, balance of payments, etc.) and 
investigate global challenges in achieving economic development. SL students learn much of the 
same material as the HL students, they simply are not required to do many calculations and they 
cover some topics in less detail than the HL students. The two-year program concludes with an 
external examination worth 80%, and with an internal assessment (Economics Portfolio) worth 20% 
constructed throughout the course. 
  

DP Economics HL       

Two Years      Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Departmental Approval 
The purpose of the DP Economics HL course is to encourage students to analyze how individuals, 
institutions, and societies deal with the central problem of scarcity. In the first year of the course, 
students will examine this issue from a microeconomic level (decisions made by individuals and 
specific institutions and firms), as well as macroeconomic (decisions made by entire 
nations/economies). In the second year of the course, students will explore issues in international 
economics (free trade, trade protectionism, exchange rates, balance of payments, etc.) and 
investigate global challenges in achieving economic development. Unique to HL, students will cover 
extension topics which are extra depth and breadth studies of Theory of the Firm, comparative 
advantage, and various calculations to name a few. The two-year program concludes with an external 
examination worth 80%, and with an internal assessment (Economics Portfolio) worth 20% that is 
constructed throughout the course. 
  

DP Psychology SL       

Two Years      Grades 11/12 
The course provides students with an understanding of the interaction of biological, cognitive and 
sociocultural influences on human behavior. Students are encouraged to adopt an integrative 
approach based on scientific and investigative methods. The areas of psychology that will be 
addressed during the first year include the physiological origins of human behavior, language and 
thinking, memory, emotion, and sociocultural interaction. During the second year, students will learn 
more about abnormal psychology through the psychodynamic level of analysis as well as the 
psychology of human relationships which focuses on the complexity of interpersonal relationships.  
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The internal assessment is conducted in the fall of the second year and requires the student to 
replicate a simple experiment they design, conduct and analyze. The external assessment consists of 
two parts for SL which requires the student to write essays on core material, optional material, and 
qualitative research. 
  

DP Psychology HL      

Two Years      Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Departmental Approval 
DP psychology provides students with an understanding of the interaction of biological, cognitive 
and sociocultural influences on human behavior. Students are encouraged to adopt an integrative 
approach based on scientific and investigative methods. The areas of psychology that will be 
addressed during the first year include the physiological origins of human behavior, language and 
thinking, memory, emotion, and sociocultural interaction. 
 
During the second year, students will learn more about abnormal psychology through the 
psychodynamic level of analysis as well as the psychology of human relationships which focuses on 
the complexity of interpersonal relationships. The internal assessment is conducted in the fall of the 
second year and requires the student to replicate a simple experiment they design, conduct and 
analyze. The external assessment consists of three parts for HL which requires the student to write 
essays on core material, optional material, and qualitative research. 
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Math  
Four years (12 credits) of Math are required for a Lausanne diploma.  
 

Math Studies 9 SL     

One Year    Grade 9 
The MYP Math Studies SL course is an integrated math course which will provide students with the 
presumed knowledge leading to future IB mathematics study. This course will give students the 
foundation and refinement of skills for the rigor and type of math that they will study in their 
sequential courses. 
This course concentrates on mathematics that includes not only general math skills, but also refining 
and extending skills and knowledge in algebra. Included are also some geometry basics, along with a 
study of probability and statistics. A look at practical applications in mathematics is an important 
focus of the course. A detailed look at formulae and using and solving for specific quantities is 
another focus. 
Graphics calculators are used as tools to aid in problem solving. They are not meant to replace 
arithmetic skills, but to enhance learning by allowing graphical interpretation of functions and to 
allow problem solving with more complex computation. 
 

Math 9 SL      

One Year    Grade 9 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation 
The MYP Math SL course is an integrated math course which will provide students with the 
background information leading to the rigorous study of math at the DP level in 11 th grade. 
 
This course concentrates on mathematics that includes topics from algebra, geometry, statistics, 
probability, financial math, trigonometry, and matrices. In each of the areas the focus is on learning 
basic techniques and then applying them in higher order problem solving. The integrated approach 
allows skills learned in previous years to be reinforced and learned more in depth. At the same time, 
new topics are incorporated and applied to the prior learning. 
 
Graphics calculators are used as tools to aid in problem solving. They are also used to aid in 
graphical approaches to functions and operations. Necessary non-calculator skills are also reinforced 
throughout the course. 
 

Math 9 HL      

One Year    Grade 9 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation 
The MYP Math HL course is an integrated math course which will provide students with the 
background information leading to the rigorous study of math at the DP level in 11th grade. This 
course is designed for the student who has shown a propensity towards math and thus can move at 
a faster pace than the standard level. 
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This course concentrates on mathematics that includes topics from algebra, geometry, statistics, 
probability, financial math, trigonometry, and matrices. Additional topics in variation, two variable 
analysis and logic will be studied. At the higher level the topics will be looked at more in-depth 
compared to the standard level. In each of the areas the focus is on learning basic techniques and 
then applying them in higher order problem solving. The integrated approach allows skills learned in 
previous years to be reinforced and learned more in depth. At the same time, new topics are 
incorporated and applied to the prior learning. 
 
Graphics calculators are used as tools to aid in problem solving. They are also used to aid in 
graphical approaches to functions and operations. Necessary non-calculator skills are also reinforced 
throughout the course. 
 

Math Studies 10 SL     

One Year    Grade 10 
The MYP Math SL course is an integrated math course which will provide students with the 
presumed knowledge required for the IB course Mathematics Studies SL. This course will prepare 
the student for the rigor and type of math that they will study in their DP course. 
 
This course concentrates on mathematics that includes not only general math skills, but also refining 
and extending skills and knowledge in algebra and geometry. Included is also some elementary 
trigonometry, along with a study of probability and statistics. A look at practical applications in 
mathematics is an important focus of the course. A detailed look at functions and their graphical 
representations will prepare students for the use of that concept as it is used in future maths. 
 
Graphics calculators are used as tools to aid in problem solving. They are not meant to replace 
arithmetic skills, but to enhance learning by allowing graphical interpretation of functions and to 
allow problem solving with more complex computation. 
 

Math 10 SL      

One Year    Grade 10 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation 
The MYP Math SL course is an integrated math course which will provide students with the 
presumed knowledge required for the IB course Mathematics SL. This course will prepare the 
student for the rigor and type of math that they will study in their DP course. 
 
This course concentrates on mathematics that includes advanced algebra techniques, coordinate 
geometry extended to three dimensions, advanced trigonometry including identities, probability and 
statistics, applications of exponents and logarithms, matrices and transformations, and also an 
introduction to calculus.  Included is a multitude of topics that integrate previous topics allowing 
students to have a deeper understanding and appreciation for the math they have learned up to this 
point. 
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Graphics calculators are used as tools to aid in problem solving. They are also used to aid in 
graphical approaches to functions and operations. Necessary non-calculator skills are also reinforced 
throughout the course. 
 
 

Math 10 HL      

One Year    Grade 10 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation     
The MYP Math HL course is an integrated math course which will provide students with the 
presumed knowledge required for the IB course Mathematics HL. This course will prepare the 
student for the rigor and type of math that they will study in their DP course. The topics of this 
course include all those in the SL course at the same grade level yet will move at a faster pace and 
will delve into a higher level of applications of the mathematics learned. 
 
This course concentrates on mathematics that includes advanced algebra techniques, coordinate 
geometry extended to three dimensions, advanced trigonometry including identities, probability and 
statistics, applications of exponents and logarithms, matrices and transformations, and also an 
introduction to calculus.  Included is a multitude of topics that integrate previous topics allowing 
students to have a deeper understanding and appreciation for the math they have learned up to this 
point. 
 
Graphics calculators are used as tools to aid in problem solving. They are also used to aid in 
graphical approaches to functions and operations. Necessary non-calculator skills are also reinforced 
throughout the course. 
 

DP Mathematics: Applications and Interpretations SL                

Two Years            Grades 11/12     

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation 
The DP Mathematics: Applications and Interpretations SL course is designed for students with 
varied backgrounds and abilities. More specifically, it is designed to build confidence and encourage 
an appreciation of mathematics and the use of math in the real world. Students taking this course 
need to be already equipped with fundamental skills and a rudimentary knowledge of basic processes 
in mathematics. 
  
This course concentrates on mathematics that can be applied to contexts related as far as possible to 
other subjects being studied, to common real-world occurrences and to topics that relate to home, 
work and leisure situations. In this course, students must produce a project, a piece of written work 
based on personal research, guided and supervised by the teacher. This process allows students to 
ask their own questions about mathematics and to take responsibility for a part of their own course 
of studies in mathematics. 
  
The students most likely to select this course are those whose main interests lie outside the field of 
mathematics, and for many students this course will be their final experience of being taught formal 
mathematics. All parts of the syllabus have therefore been carefully selected to ensure that an 
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approach starting with first principles can be used. As a consequence, students can use their own 
inherent, logical thinking skills and do not need to rely on standard algorithms and remembered 
formulae. 
  

DP Mathematics: Applications and Interpretations HL              

Two Years         Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation  
The DP Mathematics: Applications and Interpretations HL course is designed for students who are 
interested in describing the real world and solving practical problems using mathematics. They 
should also be interested in using technology alongside mathematics to develop and use models of 
real world situations. Students taking this course should have strong mathematics fundamentals and 
a sound understanding of algebra. 
 
This course is intended to meet the needs of students whose interest in mathematics is more 
practical than theoretical but seek more challenging content. Major focuses of this course will be an 
in-depth study of Trigonometry, Statistics, and Calculus concepts in an applied nature. Students will 
also be required to produce an exploratory project, researching a topic of their choosing from the 
course syllabus. This exploration allows the students to develop a deeper understanding of learned 
concepts, and to take responsibility for a part of their own course of studies in mathematics. 
 
The students most likely to select this course are those who are looking to study subjects such as 
social sciences, natural sciences, statistics, business and economics, psychology, or design, where 
mathematics is necessary in an applied light. The scope and depth of the course requires an 
additional 90 hours of instruction compared to the SL course. Students wishing to study 
mathematics in a less rigorous environment should therefore opt for one of the standard level 
courses. 
 

DP Mathematics SL: Analysis and Approaches                         

Two Years             Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation 
The DP Mathematics SL: Analysis and Approaches course is designed for students who already 
possess knowledge of basic mathematical concepts, and who intend to pursue mathematics at 
university or college subjects that have a large mathematical content. It is for students who enjoy a 
theoretical approach to mathematics and also enjoy problem solving and exploring real and abstract 
applications with and without the use of technology. 
  
This course focuses on introducing important mathematical concepts through the development of 
mathematical techniques. The intention is to introduce students to these concepts in a 
comprehensible and coherent way, rather than insisting on extreme mathematical rigor. The course 
includes the study of a variety of integrated math topics, yet does not require the hours and rigor of 
the HL level. Students should, wherever possible, apply the mathematical knowledge they have 
acquired to solve realistic problems set in an appropriate context. 
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In this course, students must produce a project, a piece of written work based on personal research, 
guided and supervised by the teacher. The project provides an opportunity for students to carry out 
a mathematical investigation in the context of another course being studied, a hobby or interest of 
their choice using skills learned before and during the course. This process allows students to ask 
their own questions about mathematics and to take responsibility for a part of their own course of 
studies in mathematics. 
  

DP Mathematics HL: Analysis and Approaches                  

Two Years                     Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite:  Math Team recommendation 
The emphasis of DP Math HL: Analysis and Approaches is the study and use of analytic methods 
with an in depth study of advanced calculus – appropriate for pure mathematicians, engineers, 
scientists, economists, and those with an interest in analytic methods. This subject is aimed at 
students who will go on to study subjects with substantial mathematics content such as mathematics 
itself, engineering, physical sciences, or some economics courses. 
 
The nature of the subject is such that it focuses on developing mathematical arguments, problem 
solving and exploring real and abstract applications, with and without technology. Students will also 
be encouraged to develop the skills needed to continue their mathematical growth in other learning 
environments. A variety of math topics will be explored to give the students a wide scope of 
integrated topics. 
In this course, students must produce a project, a piece of written work based on personal research, 
guided and supervised by the teacher. This process allows students to ask their own questions about 
mathematics and to take responsibility for a part of their own course of studies in mathematics. 
This course is a demanding one, requiring students to study a broad range of mathematical topics 
through a number of different approaches and to varying degrees of depth. The scope and depth of 
the course requires an additional 90 hours of instruction compared to the SL course. Students 
wishing to study mathematics in a less rigorous environment should therefore opt for one of the 
standard level courses. 
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Science  
Three years (nine credits) of Science are required for a Lausanne diploma.  
 

Anatomy and Physiology        

One Year                  Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Biology, Chemistry, and Departmental Approval  
Anatomy and Physiology course investigates the structure and function of the human body, the 
biological structure of living organisms and their components. Students in Anatomy and Physiology 
course can expect a general overview of the systems and structure of the human body, including the 
skeletal, muscular, nervous, cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive, endocrine and reproductive 
systems. Students will also learn about exercise physiology, health care, legal and illegal drugs as well 
as diseases and disabilities. An emphasis will be placed on individual responsibility for achieving 
optimal well-being and preventive health practices that promote healthy lifestyles and reduce 
unhealthy risk factors. Taking advantage of the “engaged” learning process, the strategies provided 
with our e-book and its resources will enable us to strengthen the skills and concepts introduced 
throughout the course. The laboratory component of the course consists of collecting and 
evaluating data associated with fitness related components such as: cardiorespiratory endurance, 
body composition, muscular endurance/strength, flexibility, agility, speed, power, balance, 
coordination, heart rate and blood pressure. 
 

Biology SL      

One Year     Grade 9 
The Biology SL curriculum is designed as an entry level course that gives students an opportunity to 
develop a working knowledge of biological concepts.  It is designed to prepare them for college-level 
courses in biological sciences. Topics include cell structure and function, the chemistry of life, 
cellular division, and genetics.  Students will be challenged to use critical thinking skills to solve 
problems presented in a laboratory setting. The course emphasizes uniformity as well as diversity 
among organisms. It also provides exposure to the history and philosophy of biological sciences and 
ethical questions. 
 

Biology HL      

One Year      Grade 9 

Prerequisite: Department approval 
While covering essentially the same core materials taught in Biology SL, the Biology HL goes into 
greater depth. Cellular processes are examined in detail, with additional time spent on chemical 
pathways of key processes, applied genetic studies and immunology. As in Biology SL, students will 
be challenged to use critical thinking skills to solve problems presented in a laboratory setting. The 
course emphasizes uniformity as well as diversity among organisms. It also provides exposure to the 
history and philosophy of biological sciences and ethical questions. 
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Further Biology SL     

One Year    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Biology, Chemistry, and Departmental Approval  
The Further Biology course is designed to build upon concepts learned in the biology and chemistry 
courses. The course will include 3 different topics coinciding with each trimester. In the first 
trimester we will investigate current topics in climate science, including process, impacts and 
solutions. The second trimester will be focused on epidemiology and the historical spread of disease.  
 
We will investigate aspects of disease occurrence as well as major outbreaks including yellow fever in 
Memphis. In the third trimester we will investigate current topics in biotechnology. We will be 
discussing important laboratory techniques including bacterial transformation and genetic 
engineering. In addition, we will discuss the ethical dilemmas encountered in the commercial and 
medical applications of transgenics, bioremediation and government regulation of biotechnology. 
The laboratory component of the course consists of instruction in climate data collection and 
analysis, infection frequency and mortality data analysis, sterile technique, bacterial culture, and 
genetic engineering of plants and bacteria.  This is a hands-on lab-based class in which we apply our 
knowledge to real-world problems. 
 

DP Biology HL     
Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology, Chemistry, and Departmental Approval  
The purpose of this course is to instill in each student an appreciation for and understanding of the 
global interdependence of all living things; and the exquisite and intricate ecological balance of life 
on this planet in all its biodiversity.  To this end, students will be engaged in laboratory activities 
covering cellular components and the varied processes which maintain life.  Students will also study 
anatomy and physiology, learning how we function and maintain physical health.  In addition, we 
will explore (among other topics) advanced genetics, biotechnology, and virology.   
 
Since one arena of study will be the laboratory, it is also a goal of this course to develop and fine-
tune the students’ procedural skills as they investigate the varied topics through experimentation and 
observation both individually and as a team. Students will further enhance their knowledge of these 
areas of study by researching related topics and concepts utilizing both community and international 
resources; and then demonstrating their command of the material by writing papers, creating 
PowerPoints and videos, and developing presentations. In addition, additional HL-only topics will 
be covered to allow further depth in biology. Sixty hours of documented labs along with the group 4 
project in the 2nd year will be an integral part of the course.   
 

Chemistry Studies     

One Year     Grade 10 

Prerequisites: Biology 
This course is designed to prepare the student for college chemistry by providing the student with a 
fundamental understanding of the composition and structure of matter and the changes it 
undergoes. Content from this survey course includes atomic structure, reactions, stoichiometry, gas 
laws, solutions, thermodynamics, organic chemistry and acid-base.   
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Analytical thought is developed through the application of problem-solving skills to chemical 
computation and the use of the scientific method in laboratory investigations. Excel spreadsheet 
programming is introduced and used as a data analysis and graphing tool. Performing laboratory 
investigations and lab write-ups will be an integral part of the course. Chemistry SL will be paced 
faster than Chemistry Studies which will affect the breadth and depth of the course material. 
 

Chemistry SL      

One Year     Grade 10 

Prerequisites: Biology and Departmental Approval 
This course is designed to prepare the student for college chemistry by providing the student with a 
fundamental understanding of the composition and structure of matter and the changes it 
undergoes. Content from this survey course includes atomic structure, reactions, stoichiometry, gas 
laws, solutions, thermodynamics, organic chemistry and acid-base.   
 
Analytical thought is developed through the application of problem-solving skills to chemical 
computation and the use of the scientific method in laboratory investigations. Excel spreadsheet 
programming is introduced and used as a data analysis and graphing tool. Performing laboratory 
investigations and lab write-ups will be an integral part of the course. Chemistry HL will be paced 
faster than Chemistry SL which will affect the breadth and depth of the course material. 
 

Chemistry HL      

One Year    Grade 9-10 

Prerequisites: Biology and Departmental Approval 
This course is designed for the student who might be interested in pursuing a science major in 
college and/or a career in the sciences. The course content is similar to Pre-Diploma Chemistry SL 
except that this course is designed to provide an in-depth understanding of fundamentals and the 
course content is covered at an accelerated pace.   
 
Computer technology is integrated into some of the units of the curriculum.  Analytical thought is 
developed through the application of problem-solving skills to chemical computations and the use 
of the scientific method in laboratory investigations.  Excel spreadsheet programming is introduced 
and used as a data analysis and graphing tool. Performing laboratory investigations and lab write-ups 
will be an integral part of the course. 
 
 

DP Chemistry SL     

Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology, Chemistry and Departmental Approval 

Recommendation:  90 average or better in Chemistry SL or a high “B” average in Chemistry HL.   
Chemistry Standard Level (SL) is a course of study that will mirror a first year principle of chemistry 
course at the college level. Topics that will be covered include basic scientific reasoning and 
experimental procedures, atomic structure and chemical bonding, reactions, stoichiometry, gas laws, 
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kinetics, thermodynamics, equilibrium, acid/base reactions, electrochemistry, organic chemistry, and 
nuclear chemistry. SL and HL cover a common core syllabus, a common internal assessment (IA) 
scheme, and some overlapping elements in the options section.   
 
SL students will not be required to go into as much depth of the material as the HL students.  In 
addition, fewer topics will be given and the extension material is less demanding in the common 
options. The goals of this course will be to master the information from the IB syllabus designated 
for SL and to increase problem solving and laboratory skills that would normally be asked of to 
complete a first year college chemistry course. For the IA, students will be required to design and set 
up labs, perform them, collect data, calculate results, and evaluate post-lab data in terms of error and 
logical assessments of those errors.  Thirty hours of documented labs along with the group IV 
project will be an integral part of the course.   
 

DP Chemistry HL     

Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology, Chemistry, and Departmental Approval  
Recommendation:  90 average or better in both Biology HL and Chemistry HL or a very high “A” 

average if moving from Chemistry SL.   
Chemistry Higher Level (HL) is a course of study that will mirror a first year principle of chemistry 
course at the college level. Topics that will be covered include basic scientific reasoning and 
experimental procedures, atomic structure and chemical bonding, reactions, stoichiometry, gas laws, 
kinetics, thermodynamics, equilibrium, acid/base reactions, electrochemistry, organic chemistry, and 
nuclear chemistry.  SL and HL cover a common core syllabus, a common Internal Assessment 
scheme, and some overlapping elements in the options section.   
 
HL students will be required to go into greater depth of the material, to study additional topics, and 
to study extension material in a more demanding nature in the common options. The goals of this 
course will be to master the information from the IB syllabus designated for HL and to increase 
problem solving and laboratory skills that would normally be asked of to complete a first-year 
college chemistry course. For the Internal Assessment, fifty hours of documented labs along with 
the group 4 project in the 2nd year will be an integral part of the course.   
 

DP Environmental Systems and Societies SL     

Two Years        Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology, Chemistry and Departmental Approval 
Environmental Systems and Societies is an interdisciplinary course which focuses on the 
interrelationships between environmental systems and societies and gives students the opportunities 
to assess the scientific, ethical, and political impacts of numerous environmental topics. The eight 
major areas focused on in the course include: Foundations of environmental systems, Ecosystems 
and ecology, Biodiversity and conservation, Water and aquatic food production systems and 
societies, Soil systems and terrestrial food production systems and societies, Atmospheric systems 
and societies, Climate change and energy production, and Human systems and resource use.  
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Students will be expected to participate in hands-on research and investigation, case study analysis, 
innovation of solutions, and evaluation of environmental impacts. Students will also participate in a 
Group 4 project and conduct an Individual Investigation as part of their 30 hours of documented 
laboratory work. The overall goals of the course is to improve student awareness and critical analysis 
of environmental concerns and how such concerns relate to individuals and societies at a variety of 
scales – both local and global. Students will also focus on sustainability and responsible actions that 
could maintain finite resources. 
 

Student Lab Technician    

One Term    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology,  Chemistry, and recommendation by soon to be assigned teacher 
The student tech would be assigned to one teacher (chemistry tech, biology tech, 
physics/environmental science tech).  The work would vary but would most likely include washing 
glassware, prepping labs, tearing down labs, organizing and labeling equipment and chemicals, and 
prepping solutions, cultures, etc.  The student tech may also perform labs in advance and make 
comments on clarity and validity of results.  That student could help oversee a lab during a class 
period and help mentor students who need to make up labs.  Lab techs gain lab knowledge 
throughout the year and their ability to help will grow as the year progresses. Students would be 
required to keep a work journal verifying the time worked and the type of work done.    
 

Physics SL      

One Year    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry (Chemistry may be concurrent) and Departmental Approval 
Physics SL provides a broad overview of introductory level physics topics that include: one-
dimensional and two-dimensional motion (or projectile motion) with motion graphs, classical 
mechanics and analysis using Newton’s laws, conservation of momentum, conservation of energy, 
work and power, simple harmonic motion, electricity, simple circuits, magnetism, optics, special 
relativity and basic engineering principles.  
Students will focus on concepts using basic problem solving skills, involving introductory level 
algebra and trigonometry. Excel spreadsheet programming is introduced and used as a data analysis 
and graphing tool. Laboratory exercises and projects (such as the egg-drop project and the mouse-
trap car project) are an integral part of the course and provide a basis for student-centered 
interaction and application of real-world physics principles introduced in lecture.   
 

Physics HL       

One Year    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry (Chemistry may be concurrent) and Departmental Approval 

Recommendation: earned 90 average in Math SL or DP Math SL for the year is strongly 
recommended 
Physics HL provides an in-depth overview of introductory level physics topics that include: one-
dimensional and two-dimensional motion (or projectile motion) with motion graphs, classical 
mechanics and analysis using Newton’s laws, conservation of momentum, conservation of energy, 
work and power, simple harmonic motion, electricity, simple circuits, magnetism, optics, engineering 
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principles and modern physics topics including both special and general relativity and engineering 
principles. 
 
Students will focus on concepts and rigorous, multi-step problem solving involving fundamental 
algebra and trigonometry. Excel spreadsheet programming is introduced and used as a data analysis 
and graphing tool. Laboratory exercises and projects (such as the egg-drop project and the mouse-
trap car project) are an integral part of the course and provide a basis for student-centered 
interaction and application of real-world physics principles introduced in lecture.   
 

DP Physics SL     

Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology, Chemistry and Departmental Approval 
DP Standard Level (SL) Physics is a course study that includes Newtonian Mechanics, Thermal 
Physics, Waves, Electricity and Magnetism, Circular motion, Energy and the environment, and 
Atomic and Nuclear Physics. In addition, students are required to complete additional work related 
to either Engineering physics, Astrophysics, Digital imaging or Relativity. An additional 40 hours of 
laboratory time will be required, over this two year course. A project in the 2nd year (the Group 4 
project) will also be an integral part of the course. The main goal of this class is to make the student 
familiar and well-versed with a variety of relevant physics topics. 
 

DP Physics HL      

Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Biology, Chemistry, Physics SL or HL and Departmental Approval  

Recommended:  Physics HL 
DP Higher Level (HL) Physics is a course study that covers all the topics listed in DP SL Physics but 
to a deeper level. Topics include Newtonian Mechanics, Thermal Physics, Waves, Electricity and 
Magnetism, Circular Motion, Energy, and Atomic and Nuclear Physics.  In addition, DP Physics HL 
covers  topics covering Engineering Physics and Relativity, both special and general.  
 
This course includes a minimum of 60 hours of laboratory work required over the course of the two 
years. A project in the 2nd year (the Group 4 project) will also be an integral part of the course. The 
strength of DP Physics HL program is in its close connection to today’s most relevant topics in 
physics and technology.  
 

DP Sports, Exercise and Health Science SL    

Two Years    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Biology and Chemistry  
This course incorporates the traditional disciplines of anatomy and physiology, biomechanics, 
psychology and nutrition and looks at them in the context of sports, exercise and health. Students 
will cover a range of core and option topics and carry out practical (experimental) investigations in 
both laboratory and field settings. This will provide an opportunity to acquire the knowledge and 
understanding necessary to apply scientific principles and critically analyze human performance. 
Where relevant, the course will address issues of internationalism and ethics by considering sport, 
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exercise and health relative to the individual and in a global context. Forty hours of documented labs 
along with the group 4 project in the 2nd year will be an integral part of the course.   
 

DP Computer Science HL    

Two Years     Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites:  Departmental Approval 
DP Computer Science HL will give students an understanding of the fundamental concepts of 
computational thinking as well as knowledge of how computers and other digital devices operate.  
Students will need to think procedurally, logically, concurrently, abstractly, recursively and think 
ahead. They will utilize an experimental and inquiry-based approach to problem-solving, developing 
algorithms and expressing them clearly. They will also appreciate how theoretical and practical 
limitations affect the extent to which problems can be solved computationally. There are no 
prerequisites for this course, however, some previous exposure to programming is desirable. 
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World Languages  
Three years (nine credits) of the same Foreign Language are required for Graduation. IB students 
need to complete the two-year IB language sequence to fulfill the IB Diploma requirement. 
 

French II SL          

One Year         Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: phase 1 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (daily routine, food and 
meals, health, childhood, relationships and celebrations, technology, artistic expression and housing). 
Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 2 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 400 and 500 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to three minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write  between 100 and 150 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep 
students proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase 
requirements to move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in French and students are expected to 
speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 1-2 of the MYP curriculum. 
  

French II HL          

One Year         Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: phase 2; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
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This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (daily routine, food and 
meals, health, childhood, relationships and celebrations, technology, artistic expression and housing). 
Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 3 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 600 and 700 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write between 200 and 250 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep students 
proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase requirements to 
move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in French and students are expected to 
speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 2-3 of the MYP curriculum. 
 

French III SL          

One Year         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phase 2 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (environment nature and 
travel, student life, beliefs and values, well-being, professions, global issues). Student work is 
evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks:  at the end of phase 3 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 600 and 700 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write between 200 and 250 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep students 
proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase requirements to 
move on to the next phase.  
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Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in French and students are expected to 
speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 2-3 of the MYP curriculum. 
 

French III HL          

One Year         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phase 3; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (environment nature and 
travel, student life, beliefs and values, well-being, professions, global issues). Student work is 
evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 4 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 800 and 900 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write between 200 and 250 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep students 
proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase requirements to 
move on to the next phase.  
  
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in French and students are expected to 
speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 3-4 of the MYP curriculum. 
  
 

DP French B ab initio SL    

Year 2         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: Phases 2-3; Departmental Approval 
This course seeks to help students develop basic-high to intermediate-low linguistic skills while 
developing an intercultural understanding of their culture and those of French-speaking countries. 
This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text types. This will 
allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures with 
which they are familiar. 
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The students are assessed in receptive, productive and interactive skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed external and internal 
assessments. 
  
SL students are required to invest 150 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the DP French ab initio examination at the end 
of the second year. 
 
 

DP French B SL          

Two Years         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phase 4; Departmental Approval  
This two-year sequence course seeks to guide the student in the acquisition of the French language 
in order to become lifelong learners; the development of language skills; the increased intercultural 
understanding of Francophone cultures with an understanding for the interaction between 
Francophone cultures and their own culture; and the understanding of literary texts and extracts. 
  
This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text types. This will 
allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures with 
which they are familiar. 
  
The students are assessed in receptive, productive and interactive skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed external and internal 
assessments. 
 
SL students are required to invest 150 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the DP French B SL examination at the end of 
the second year. 
 
 

Mandarin II SL      

One Year                                    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: Phase 1 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (daily routine, food and 
meals, health, childhood, relationships and  celebrations, technology, artistic expression and 
housing). Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 
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• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 2 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 480 and 600 characters; in oral tasks, students will interact up to three minutes; in writing 
tasks students will write between 120 to 180 characters. These are just suggested minimums to keep 
students proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase 
requirements to move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Mandarin and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 1-2 of the MYP curriculum. 
  
 

Mandarin II HL      

One Year                                    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: phase 2; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (daily routine, food and 
meals, health, childhood, relationships and celebrations, technology, artistic expression and housing). 
Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form.  
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 3 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 720 and 840 characters; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing 
tasks students will write between 240 and 280 characters. These are just suggested minimums to 
keep students proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase 
requirements to move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Mandarin and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 2-3 of the MYP curriculum. 
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Mandarin III SL                                         

One Year                                     Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: phase 2 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
. 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (environment nature and 
travel, student life, beliefs and values, well-being, professions, global issues). Student work is 
evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks:  at the end of phase 3 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 720 and 840 characters; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing 
tasks students will write between 240 and 280 characters. These are just suggested minimums to 
keep students proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase 
requirements to move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Mandarin and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 2-3 of the MYP curriculum. 
 

Mandarin III HL                                         

One Year                                     Grades 9-12  

Prerequisites: phase 3; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (environment nature and 
travel, student life, beliefs and values, well-being, professions, global issues). Student work is 
evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 
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• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form.  
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 4 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 960 and 1080 characters; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing 
tasks students will write between 240 and 300 characters. These are just suggested minimums to 
keep students proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase 
requirements to move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Mandarin and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 3-4 of the MYP curriculum. 
  
 

DP Mandarin B ab initio SL           

Year 2                 Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phases 2-3; Departmental Approval 
This  course seeks to help students develop basic-high to intermediate-low linguistic skills while 
developing an intercultural understanding of their culture and those of Chinese-speaking countries. 
  
This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text formats. These 
will allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures 
with which they are familiar. 
  
The students are assessed in receptive, productive and interactive skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed external and internal 
assessments. 
  
SL students are required to invest 150 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the IB Mandarin ab initio examination at the end 
of the second year. 
  
 

DP Mandarin B SL                                

Two Years                         Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: phase 4; Departmental Approval 
This two-year sequence course seeks to guide the student in the acquisition of the Mandarin 
language in order to become lifelong learners; the development of language skills; the increased 
intercultural understanding of Chinese cultures with an understanding for the interaction between 
Chinese cultures and their own culture; and the understanding of literary texts and extracts. 
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This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text types. This will 
allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures with 
which they are familiar. 
  
The students are assessed in receptive, productive and interactive skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed external and internal 
assessments. 
  
SL students are required to invest 150 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the DP Mandarin B SL examination at the end of 
the second year. 
 

Spanish I          

One Year         Grades 9-12 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (greetings, calendar, family, 
numbers, telling the time, school life, hobbies and sports, locations, weather, clothing and food). 
Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 
Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 
Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 
Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 
Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: in reading comprehension, students will read and process between 200 and 300 
words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to two minutes; in writing tasks students will write 
between 100 and 150 words. These will enable them to meet phase requirements to move on to the 
next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Spanish and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phase 1 of the MYP curriculum. 
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Spanish II SL          

One Year         Grades 9-12 

Prerequisite: phase 1 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (daily routine, food and 
meals, health, childhood, relationships and celebrations, technology, artistic expression and housing). 
Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 2 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 400 and 500 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to three minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write  between 100 and 150 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep 
students proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase 
requirements to move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Spanish and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 1-2 of the MYP curriculum. 
 

Spanish II HL      

One Year         Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: phase 2; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (daily routine, food and 
meals, health, childhood, relationships and celebrations, technology, artistic expression and housing). 
Student work is evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 
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• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form.  
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 3 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 600 and 700 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write between 200 and 250 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep students 
proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase requirements to 
move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Spanish and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 2-3 of the MYP curriculum. 
  

Spanish III SL          

One Year         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phase 2 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (environment nature and 
travel, student life, beliefs and values, well-being, professions, global issues). Student work is 
evaluated the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks:  at the end of phase 3 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 600 and 700 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write between 200 and 250 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep students 
proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase requirements to 
move on to the next phase.  
  
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Spanish and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 2-3 of the MYP curriculum. 
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Spanish III HL          

One Year         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phase 3; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This course incorporates the three fundamental concepts of the International Baccalaureate (IB) 
Middle Years Programme (MYP): holistic learning, intercultural awareness and communication. 
A variety of engaging experiences will include but are not limited to direct teaching, projects, inquiry, 
discussions, peer evaluations, cooperative learning, differentiation, and practice through reading, 
writing, worksheets, games, songs, listening activities, and more.    
 
This course will introduce students to a variety of topics and vocabulary (environment, nature and 
travel, student life, beliefs and values, well-being, professions, global issues). Student work is 
evaluated according to the following IB assessment criteria: 

• Criterion A: Comprehending spoken and visual text 

• Criterion B: Comprehending written and visual text 

• Criterion C: Communicating in response, written, and visual text 

• Criterion D: Using language in spoken and written form. 
 
In order to reach the end goals for each of the aforementioned criteria, students will complete the 
following tasks: at the end of phase 4 in reading comprehension, students will read and process 
between 800 and 900 words; in oral tasks, students will interact up to four minutes; in writing tasks 
students will write between 200 and 250 words. These are just suggested minimums to keep students 
proactively engaged and perform at the level that will enable them to meet phase requirements to 
move on to the next phase.  
 
Although the textbook and its ancillaries will serve as the foundation of the course, various 
additional authentic materials will be used. The class is taught in Spanish and students are expected 
to speak in the target language. This course teaches phases 3-4 of the MYP curriculum. 
  
 

DP Spanish B ab initio SL    

Two Years         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phases 2-3; Departmental Approval 
This two-year sequence course seeks to help students develop basic-high to intermediate-low 
linguistic skills while developing an intercultural understanding of their culture and those of Spanish-
speaking countries. 
 
This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text formats. These 
will allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures 
with which they are familiar. 
 
The students are assessed in receptive, productive and interactive skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed external and internal 
assessments. 
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SL students are required to invest 150 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the DP Spanish ab initio examination at the end 
of the second year. 
  

DP Spanish B SL         

Two Years         Grades 10-12 

Prerequisites: phase 4; Departmental Approval 
This two-year sequence course seeks to guide the student in the acquisition of the Spanish language 
in order to become lifelong learners; the development of language skills; the increased intercultural 
understanding of Hispanic cultures with an understanding for the interaction between Hispanic 
cultures and their own culture; and the understanding of literary texts and extracts. 
  
This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text types. This will 
allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures with 
which they are familiar. 
  
The students are assessed in receptive, productive and interactive skills (Listening, Reading, Speaking 
and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed external and internal 
assessments. 
  
SL students are required to invest 150 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the DP Spanish B SL examination at the end of 
the second year. 
  

DP Spanish B HL         

Two Years         Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: phase 5; Departmental Approval; 90% recommended minimum average 
This two-year sequence course seeks to guide the student in the acquisition of the Spanish language 
in order to become lifelong learners; the development of language skills; the increased intercultural 
understanding of Hispanic cultures with an understanding for the interaction between Hispanic 
cultures and their own culture; and the understanding of literary texts and extracts. 
  
This course focuses on the study of five prescribed themes, Identities, Experiences, Human 
Ingenuity, Social Organization and Sharing the Planet, and the study of different text types. This will 
allow students to compare the target language and culture(s) to other languages and cultures with 
which they are familiar. Additionally, HL students are required to study two literary works originally 
written in the target language. 
  
The students are assessed in receptive, productive, interactive and analytical skills (Listening, 
Reading, Speaking and Writing). These assessments seek to prepare students for the IB prescribed 
external and internal assessments. 
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HL students are required to invest 240 hours of class time/work by the end of the two-year 
sequence. Students enrolled in this class must take the DP Spanish B HL examination at the end of 
the second year. 
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Fine Arts 
One year (3 credits) of Fine Arts or Design classes  are required for a Lausanne diploma.  
 

Design  
Apps and Robotics     

One Year                                          Grades 9-12 

No prerequisite 
This course is an introductory level course that introduces students to app and robotics design. This 
course includes topics like creation of small apps with text fields and buttons. Students will be using 
the basics of programming languages to create these apps. Throughout the course, students will not 
only work in app design but also be involved in prototyping the physical products like small 
calculator, and car, which helps them know about the basics of robotics. During this course, 
students will learn to make different items with simple household materials. This helps them to 
understand that apps and robots are not just the sophisticated codes and wired materials, but 
anything that makes our work easier, nicer, and systematic. 
 

Industrial Design     

One Year                                          Grades 9-12  

No prerequisite  
This course seeks to expand student understanding of design theory as it relates to the three 
dimensional world. Through a hands-on approach, students will explore modeling, carving, and 
assemblage while working primarily in wire, paper, bristol board, corrugated board and foam core. 
Students will explore concepts of modularity, sequence and series, relief, contour, structure and 
symmetry. We will examine the function of space, volume, mass, plane, and line by solving design 
problems. The main emphasis of this course is the development of critical thinking skills and 
abilities to articulate visual ideas more fully as they apply to three dimensional art forms, including 
sculpture, ceramics, architecture, and installation art. 
 

Product Design and Development             

One Year                    Grade 9-12 

No prerequisite 
This course explores the interdisciplinary aspects of product design and development. Topics 
include human-centered design, concept generation, classical design, Eco design, material science, 
design-for-manufacturing, and design-for-disassembly. Approaches to marketing, design, and 
manufacturing will be emphasized. By completing hands-on projects, students will gain an 
appreciation for multiple industrial practices and for the essential roles played by various members 
of product development teams. Proficiency in the design process will be gained through theory and 
practice. At the completion of this course, students will have conceived, designed, and prototyped 
numerous products of their own conception.  
 

Intro to System Design    
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One Year    Grade 9-12 
Introduction to System Design is a course which focuses on the design process, research and 
analysis, teamwork, communication methods, global and human impacts, engineering standards, and 
technical documentation. This course gives students the opportunity to develop skills and 
understanding of course concepts on coding and implementation through active lessons and 
projects that will challenge students to think and develop interpersonal skills. It allows students to 
develop strategies to enable and direct their own learning. During this course, students will 
collaborate with other classes such as Product Design and Development to solve real world 
problems. At the completion of this course, students will have conceived, designed, and prototyped 
numerous products of their own conception.  
 

Programming as a 2nd Language   
One Year    Grade 9-12 
This is a first-year course in programming and introduces students to the concepts of data types, 
methods, and variables. Topics include conditional statements and loops, along with both searching 
and sort algorithms. The mechanics of running, testing and debugging code will be discussed. 
Students will learn to think through algorithms through both formative daily assignments and larger 
summative coding projects. No prior coding experience is necessary. 
 

Yearbook Design                          

One Year                                          Grades 10–12 
Prerequisite:  Instructor approval and at least one full credit in one or more of the following 
courses: Art 1, Photography, Visual Design, and/or Multimedia Arts, or a graphic design portfolio 

presentation with instructor interview and approval   
Students in this course will explore and apply the history, elements, principles, and aesthetics of two-
dimensional design technology as well as classical tools and processes to execute a “real-world” 
product for publication, the Lausanne Yearbook, Horizons. Students who apply for this course will 
be required to attend some activities outside of normal school hours, for a grade, and also sell ads 
for the publication.  Students are also encouraged to own their own digital camera. 
  
This course may be repeated for credit. 
 

Visual Design                           

One Year                             Grades 9-12 

No prerequisite 
During this course, students will explore the fundamental principles of design. Students will focus 
on individual design development, using both traditional and nontraditional two and three-
dimensional materials. This course emphasizes careful consideration of material choice, craft, form, 
space, site, presentation, and context. It will provide a forum for the discussion and exploration of 
contemporary design practices, and the possibilities made available by such an expansive field.  
 
Examples of the work of past and contemporary designers will be referenced. No previous 
experience is assumed; there are no prerequisites. 
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Performing Arts 
THEATRE 101      

One Year    Grades:  9-12 
This is an introductory class that explores all things theatre- onstage and off.  Students will explore 
theatre history by gaining insight into theatre of the past, present and future; participate in active 
learning sessions as they learn to paint with color and light in our theatrical design unit; and test their 
acting skills in our Scene study unit.  This class is great for those with an interest in theatre and who 
may  plan on becoming involved in the DP Theatre Arts classes their Junior and Senior years. An 
appreciation of theatre and a willingness to have fun and explore their creative side are the main 
requisites for this class. 
 

Theatre Production     

One Year    Grades 9-12 

Instructor approval required. Limited to 12 students per course section.  
This course presents students with basic design concepts in sets, lights and sound, along with 
instruction in the elements of stage direction. Students will practice and develop their skills in these 
areas which will be assessed as their work is utilized in actual staged performances during the fall US 
Production), winter (MS Musical) and Spring (US Musical, One Acts, LS Musical) . This course may 
be repeated for credit. 
 

DP Theatre Arts SL      

Two Years    Grades 11/12 
The theatre course emphasizes the importance of working individually and as a member of an 
ensemble. Students are encouraged to develop the organizational and technical skills needed to 
express themselves creatively in theatre. A further challenge for students following this course is for 
them to become aware of their own perspectives and biases and to learn to understand and value 
those of others. This requires a willingness to understand alternative views, to respect and appreciate 
cultural diversity, and to see the varied role that theatre plays in reflecting these. At the core of the 
theatre course lays a concern with clarity of understanding, critical thinking, reflective analysis, 
effective involvement and imaginative synthesis—all of which should be achieved through practical 
engagement in theatre. Preparation for Theatre Assessments begins in the first year and continues 
throughout the second year. These assessments include: preparing a Director’s Notebook; 
Researching a World Tradition; and Creating a Collaborative Original Piece of Theatre. 
 

DP Theatre Arts HL     

Two Years    Grades 11/12 
The theatre course emphasizes the importance of working individually and as a member of an 
ensemble. Students are encouraged to develop the organizational and technical skills needed to 
express themselves creatively in theatre. A further challenge for students following this course is for 
them to become aware of their own perspectives and biases and to learn to understand and value 
those of others. This requires a willingness to understand alternative views, to respect and appreciate 
cultural diversity, and to see the varied role that theatre plays in reflecting these. At the core of the 
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theatre course lays a concern with clarity of understanding, critical thinking, reflective analysis, 
effective involvement and imaginative synthesis—all of which should be achieved through practical 
engagement in theatre.  Preparation for Theatre Assessments begins in the first year and continues 
throughout the second year. These assessments include: preparing a Director’s Notebook; 
Researching a world Tradition; and Creating a Collaborative Original Piece of Theatre.  In HL a 
Solo Piece of Theatre based upon research of a particular Theatre Theorist is the final assessment. 
 

Dance for Athletes     

One Year    Grades:  9-12 
This class is tailored specifically for the advanced athlete who wishes to increase their strength, 
agility, focus, and flexibility. Using a classical dance syllabus and the science behind biomechanics, 
athletes will gain higher levels of body awareness, a greater understanding of small motor skills, 
improved balance, and multiple techniques for developing more efficient lateral movement. This 
course’s emphasis on precision— the exact placement of the head, arms, hands, legs, and feet in 
classical movement — will allow students to tune into each muscle as they gain an increased level of 
control over the body (which translates to better self-control on the field, court, or track). Students 
will also work on learning to shift their center of weight quickly and maneuvering from low to high 
levels as efficiently as possible. Students will also study basic injury prevention, nutrition, and the 
broader subject of exercise and sports science in this course. 
This course may be repeated for credit. 
 

Dance Performance     

One Year    Grades:  9-12 
Dance Performance is a course designed for dancers to expand on their training by developing 
technique, exploring choreography, and honing their performance skills. The Fall trimester of Dance 
Performance will be spent exploring the choreographic and rehearsal process as preparation for 
performance. Students will learn both well-known and new works of choreography in a diverse 
range of genres that include jazz, contemporary, hip hop, and lyrical dance. In the Winter and Spring 
trimesters, students will study the elements of choreography and the creative processes of 
composing dances. Students will assume the roles of dancer and choreographer in developing 
improvisation, directing, and performance skills to produce and perform original group 
compositions. Dance Performance will culminate in a final performance designed to give students 
an opportunity to experience a professional level dance production. Students will learn how to 
perform all tasks required for a production including technical design and stage management, 
costume design, hair and make-up for the stage, advertising and promoting for the arts, and all 
elements of the rehearsal process. 
 

Music  
Instrumental Music     

One Year    Grades 9/10 

Prerequisite: Departmental Approval (Enrollment required for honor band auditioning) 
This course offers the opportunity to further instrumental music or band instruction begun in 
middle school. Students will also continue their study of basic music theory skills, the keyboard, and 
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music history. As students elect to continue the study of music, the student will be presented with 
greater challenges technically and musically. Emphasis is placed upon technical development and 
authentic stylistic interpretation of literature in addition to understanding the elements of music (i.e. 
melody, harmony, rhythm, form, timbre) and experiencing various music genres. 
Students will perform publicly at school functions and community events. This course may be 
repeated for credit. A student may elect instrumental music all four years. 
Band students enrolled in the full IB diploma program will be enrolled in zero-hour class times and 
must meet class attendance, performance/audition and at-home practice requirements. 
 

Instrumental Music HL    

One Year    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisites: Two years of Instrumental Music (Enrollment required for honor band auditioning) 
This course offers the opportunity to further instruction of woodwind, brass and percussion 
instruments. Emphasis is placed on developing more advanced playing skills and authentic stylistic 
interpretation of literature. Students enrolled in this course are strongly encouraged to maintain 
regularly scheduled private lessons during the school year and are required to prepare for All West 
Honor Band auditions. Students’ musicianship and note reading ability will be determined prior to 
being admitted to this course and should be reflective of several years of music study. They will also 
continue studying basic music theory skills, the keyboard, and music history. 
 
Musicians enrolled in this course will perform publicly at school functions and community events on 
their instrument of study. This course may be repeated for credit. Students enrolled in Instrumental 
HL will also be required to participate in Tri-M music society. 
 
Band students enrolled in the full IB diploma program will be enrolled in zero-hour class times and 
must meet class attendance, performance/audition and at-home practice requirements. 
 

Intro to Band      

One Year    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: None 
How many times have you wished you could play in a band? Now is  your opportunity to learn a 
woodwind (flute, clarinet, saxophone), brass (trumpet, trombone, tuba, French horn) or percussion 
instrument. You will learn beginning instrument playing technique along with music notation and  
basic music theory. This class is for students who have a serious desire to learn a new music skill. 
Musicians enrolled in this course will perform publicly at school concerts on their instrument of 
study. This course may be repeated for credit.  
 
Students in this course are required to own or rent an instrument for the duration of the class in 
addition to purchasing required supplies such as mouthpieces and reeds. Instrument rental will be 
arranged once the instructor has assigned the instrument.  
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Beginning Chorus     

One Year    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: None 
This course is for anyone and everyone! If you have interest in singing, improving your singing, or 
just wanting to experience something new join Beginning Choir! Students will learn correct vocal 
technique and harmony along with sight-singing and some music theory. Students will also learn a 
variety of repertoire from different time periods and cultures. Musicians in this course will perform 
publicly at school concerts. This course may be repeated for credit. 
 

Chorus       

One Year    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisite: Departmental Approval (Enrollment required for honor choir auditioning) 
The Upper School Chorus performs a wide range of traditional and contemporary choral literature 
in concerts both on and off campus throughout the school year. In preparation for these 
performances, students will contrast and compare the stylistic characteristics of the works 
performed and associate various musical styles with other academic disciplines such as history and 
language arts. In this course students will acquire sight-singing skills, knowledge of music theory, 
and proper singing techniques.  A student may elect chorus all four years. 
Chorus students enrolled in the full IB diploma program will be enrolled in zero-hour class times 
and must meet class attendance, performance/audition and at-home practice requirements. 
 

String Ensemble     

One Year    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisite: Departmental Approval (Enrollment required for honor orchestra auditioning) 
The Upper School string students will expand on playing technique learned in previous years. 
Instruction will also include some music theory and music history as it relates to the music 
selections. The majority of the music repertoire will be chamber music or small ensemble 
arrangements. Students will perform at school functions and special events. Currently this class 
meets on Saturday mornings. Can be repeated for additional credit. 
 

Music Composition     

One Year     Grades 9-12 

Prerequisites: None 
What does the music of Bach or Beethoven have in common with the Beatles or Beyonce? Step into 
the role of the songwriter or composer and explore the basic elements of Western music through 
the aid of music technology.  With a Mac desktop and a MIDI keyboard, a world of creative musical 
tools is at your fingertips.  Students will become familiar with the elements of music (i.e. melody, 
harmony, rhythm, form and timbre) and how a traditional understanding of these elements can be 
transformed into twenty-first century music making. Students will learn how to create original 
compositions while making analytical sense of the music you are surrounded by in everyday life.  
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Visual Arts  
Art 1                            

One Year                                             Grades 9-12 
This course is a combined studio art, artist influence, and art history class for the beginning high 
school student, with the general aim of improving student skills, building individual abilities, 
instilling art appreciation, and encouraging creative forms of expression. Studio art activities include 
drawing, painting, linear perspective and art form exploration.  At the freshmen or sophomore 
levels, this course is intended to help prepare students for success in DP Visual Arts. 
   
  

Multimedia Arts                                

One Year                                         Grades 9-12 

No prerequisite 
This course requires technical skills to integrate two or more forms of media.  Students are provided 
an introduction to the creation of original digital works in the disciplines of logo design, digital 
illustration, infographic design, web design, animation, stop motion animation, and video editing 
using software applications such as Adobe CC, and iMovie, as well as HTML coding, CSS coding, 
and various other computer software applications and processes. 
 
Because of software licensing capacity requirements, this course is limited to 20 students. 
 

Digital Video & Film Studies       

One Year                                            Grades 9-12 

No prerequisite 
This course provides discrete development in the execution of original digital works in the discipline 
of digital video creation, editing, compositing and special effects using an iPhone, or a digital video 
camera, and software applications such as iMovie and Adobe Premiere, along with various other 
computer software applications. Students will become conversant with various cinematographic and 
video editing vocabulary and techniques. Because of software licensing capacity requirements, this 
course is limited to 20 students. 
 

Photography                                  

One Year                                            Grades 9-12 

No prerequisite 
This course involves the study of analog and digital photography as both an art form and a technical 
skill. Areas covered include history of photography, composition, development of the photographic 
eye, basic camera techniques and analog photographic chemical processing in a lab environment.  
During this course, students will become accomplished users of Adobe Photoshop software, 
producing digital work that engages all the fundamental elements and principles of visual art and 
design in order to develop the photographic eye. As the course progresses, students will produce 
work that reveals progress in technical skill, techniques in digital imaging, and emerging artistic 
expression. 
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Students must maintain, for their individual use, a fully manual SLR 35mm film camera and provide 
film and photographic paper for use in class. Students must also own or purchase a digital camera 
for their individual use that has at least 4 megapixels resolution, different lighting/situation settings 
and optical zoom.  A digital SLR camera is strongly recommended. Students are responsible for 
keeping a working and usable laptop computer throughout the course and providing batteries for 
use in their digital camera. 
  

Advanced Photography HL       

One Year                                            Grades 10-12 

Prerequisite: Photography and instructor approval 
This course is intended exclusively for students who have a sincere and enduring interest in the art 
of photography, and involves the advanced use of a 35mm film camera, a digital camera, and Adobe 
Photoshop software skills in the pursuit of successful varied forms of art photography. Students are 
required to reflect on the progress of their work by journaling, and will encounter conceptual filters 
and scenarios as starting points for their creative expression in photography.  The course concludes 
with a cross-curricular collaborative group project. 
  
Students must procure and maintain, for their individual use, a fully manual SLR 35mm film camera 
and provide film and photographic paper for use in class. Students must own or purchase a digital 
SLR camera that has at least 11 megapixels resolution, different lighting/situation settings and an 
optical zoom detachable lens. Students are responsible for keeping a working and usable laptop 
computer throughout the course and providing batteries for use in their digital camera. 
  

DP Visual Arts SL         

Two Years                                          Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite:  Departmental Approval 
The IB Diploma Programme Visual Arts course encourages students to challenge their own creative 
and cultural expectations and boundaries. It is a thought-provoking course in which students 
develop analytical skills in problem-solving and divergent thinking, while working towards technical 
proficiency and confidence as art-makers. In addition to exploring and comparing visual arts from 
different perspectives and in different contexts, students are expected to engage in, experiment with 
and critically reflect upon a wide range of contemporary practices and media. The course is designed 
for students who want to go on to study visual arts in higher education as well as for those who are 
seeking lifelong enrichment through the visual arts. 
  

DP Visual Arts HL         

Two Years                                          Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite:  Departmental Approval 
The IB Diploma Programme Visual Arts course encourages students to challenge their own creative 
and cultural expectations and boundaries. It is a thought-provoking course in which students 
develop analytical skills in problem-solving and divergent thinking, while working towards technical 
proficiency and confidence as art-makers. In addition to exploring and comparing visual arts from 
different perspectives and in different contexts, students are expected to engage in, experiment with 
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and critically reflect upon a wide range of contemporary practices and media. The course is designed 
for students who want to go on to further study visual arts in higher education as well as for those 
who are seeking lifelong enrichment through the visual arts. As compared to DP Visual Arts SL, DP 
Visual Arts HL challenges students further with more in-depth study, as is required by the 
International Baccalaureate Organization.   
  

Atelier SL          

One Year                                             Grades 9-12 

Classical Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Sculpting and Calligraphy 
The Michelangelo Project-Atelier (Years 1 and 2) offers classical fine art training. Concentrating 
mostly on realistic drawing and watercolor painting, it trains artists to high technical levels by 
studying in the tradition of past masters. Similar to a master-apprentice education, the instructor 
regularly presents demonstrations and critiques. Training is individualized and addresses the unique 
needs of each artist. Students regularly work with a live art model. During spring term, artists study 
plein-air painting. Also, during that term, the artists are offered the option of studying intaglio 
printmaking or sculpture or calligraphy. Students remaining in good standing may pursue additional 
years of atelier study provided scheduling and curricular requirements are met. This course well 
prepares students with solid drawing skills- an integral and important part of IB Visual Arts. 
  
This course may be repeated for credit. 
  

Atelier HL          

One Year                                             Grades 9-12 

Classical Drawing, Painting, Printmaking, Sculpting and Calligraphy 
The Michelangelo Project-Atelier (Years 3 – 5) offers classical fine art training. Concentrating mostly 
on realistic drawing and oil painting, it trains artists to high technical levels by studying in the 
tradition of past masters. Similar to a master-apprentice education, the instructor regularly presents 
demonstrations and critiques. Training is individualized and addresses the unique needs of each 
artist. Students regularly work with a live art model. During spring term, artists study plein-air 
painting. Also, during that term, the artists are offered the option of studying intaglio printmaking or 
sculpture or calligraphy. Students remaining in good standing may pursue additional years of atelier 
study provided scheduling and curricular requirements are met. This course well prepares students 
with solid drawing skills- an integral and important part of IB Visual Arts. Atelier HL students in 
their third – fifth year of atelier training and are expected to possess high-level skills, a strong 
independent work ethic, and are required to create studies for long-term artworks. 
This course may be repeated for credit. 
  

Art Studio Apprentice         

One Year                                    Grades 9-12 

Prerequisite:  Teacher approval required 
Designed for a small number of motivated advanced artists interested in studio management and art 
materials, this course introduces students to a variety of media and processes used in the traditional 
fine art atelier. Studio apprentices will learn about different mediums and how to prepare them, 
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palette preparation, working with professional fine art models, and will assist the instructor in 
multiple facets of studio management. This class will meet for short sessions during scheduled Zero 
Hours and after school over the course of a full academic year. Additionally, apprentices are required 
to partake in out-of-school events such as exhibit installation and open houses. Enrollment is 
limited, and instructor approval is required. 
This is a Pass/Fail course and may be repeated for credit. 
 
 

Sculpture                           

One Year                                             Grades 9-12    

No prerequisite  
This course is an introduction to the basic elements, techniques, and history of sculpture. The 
student will focus on individual artistic development, using both traditional and nontraditional three-
dimensional materials such as wood, plaster, metal, mold-making, and casting.  Students will gain an 
appreciation for and knowledge of sculptural form through hands-on projects. Students will 
emphasize careful consideration of craft, form, space, site, presentation, and context.  
 
This course will provide a forum for the discussion and exploration of contemporary sculptural 
practices, and the possibilities made available by such an expansive field. Whereas this is a studio-
oriented class with a strong physical basis, this class will be examining these issues via readings, 
lectures, slides, videos, and other materials. During the last term of this year long course students 
will work collaboratively to develop and create an art project that will be installed on Lausanne’s 
campus. Taking in consideration the following: significance of placement in the public arena, 
awareness of the need for research, development of an artistic process, and the relationship that 
exist between the arts and the community. 
  

Ceramics                              

One Year                                            Grades 9-12 

No prerequisite 
This course is intended for those studying ceramics for the first time. Students will explore a variety 
of hand-building techniques including pinch, slab, coil, and extruded forms.  The primary emphasis 
is on studio work leading to a portfolio of finished functional and non-functional pieces by the end 
of the first term. Students will be able to create as well as appreciate expressive, beautiful three-
dimensional clay forms. Students will develop an understanding of other cultures and periods of 
human expression in clay and will begin to be proficient at forming clay objects themselves. Finally, 
students will learn to increase the scale of their work while keeping control over the quality, 
coherence, and contour of their work.  
 
Whereas this class is a studio-oriented class and involves a strong physical basis, we will also explore 
these issues via readings, lectures, slides, videos, and other materials. As the students enter term two 
they will become familiarized with advanced techniques such as the potter’s wheel and principles of 
the clay medium. Development of personal expression and conceptual realization will be explored 
through a series of assigned projects. There is technical emphasis on wheel throwing, hand-building, 
and surface techniques. During the last term of this year long course students will work 
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collaboratively to develop and create an art project that will be installed on Lausanne’s campus. 
Taking in consideration the following: significance of placement in the public arena, awareness of 
the need for research, development of an artistic process, and the relationship that exist between the 
arts and the community. 
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CORE 
DP Theory of Knowledge      

Four Terms    Grades 11/12 

Prerequisite: Admission in IB Diploma Program 
An integral part of the IB Diploma Program and a required course for all diploma students, this 
course is taught over four terms, starting in the fall of the junior year and the ending in the winter of 
the senior year. While not a philosophy class per se, the class allows students to explore questions 
concerning the nature of knowledge and the knower, and to reflect on themselves as knowers and 
thinkers. Students will investigate and reflect on how they know what they know, synthesizing all 
their curricular and extracurricular IB experiences, and will reflect their learning in an exhibition 
reflecting how Theory of Knowledge manifests itself around the world and a 1600-word final essay. 
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